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AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA JO KING

The Affiant, Patricia Jo King,deposes and states:

1. I am over 18 years of age and have personal knowledge of the matters
I will describe in this affidavit.

2. Ihave been assisted in the form of this affidavitby Patrick O'Rourkeof
the Officeof University Counsel. The opinions expressed in the affidavit are my
own. I have not been compensated in any way for providing this affidavit.
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3. I understand that the Court is going to make a determination as to
whether to reinstate Ward Churchill to his position as a professor at the University
of Colorado. For the reasons I will describe, I would ask the Court to deny Ward
Churchill reinstatement.

4. As a graduate historian and lecturer with a focus on twentieth century
American Indian history at the University of Oklahoma, and as an enrolled member of
the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma, I would like to raise some critical concerns about the
possible reinstatement of Ward Churchill at the University of Colorado.

5. I am quite familiar with Ward Churchill's writings and personal
philosophies, having read a number of his books and essays and having listened to him
speak many times over the years. His work was first brought to my attention in the early
1990s while I was working with a number of American Indian organizations in
California. My first impression of this man and his work was that he was a well-
intentioned non-Indian who was interested in helping Indians and tribes through his
writings. I was, however, taken aback by his many outrageous assertions as well as his
venomous response to criticisms, no matter how mild. I began to realize his misleading
scholarship was intentionally divisive.

6. I was shocked and appalled by his public, scathing denigration of the
progressive Indian Arts and Crafts Act of 1990, a law passed to protect Indian artists and
consumers from fraudulent misrepresentation. Since Churchill was claiming to be an
advocate of Indians and their concerns, I grew increasingly suspicious of his caustic
opposition to this much-needed law which made it illegal to offer, sell, or display for sale
any art or craftwork that falsely claims it is been produced as the product of a particular
Indian or tribe.

7. Churchill's position in this matter was completely incomprehensible until
it was revealed that he had been producing and selling his own artwork under the guise of
false Indian identity. Subsequently, he began crusading against anyone who spoke out
about his appalling disrespect for Indians and wanton disregard for the law. After his
deceit was made public, Churchill stepped up his acerbic attacks on Indians who obeyed
or supported the law, publically and viciously defaming them.

8. Similarly, most of Churchill's scholarship is neither fair, nor objective, nor
accurate. Because he promotes himself as the ultimate "Indian expert," his views have
been widely disseminated through classrooms across the nation. Yet much of his writing
contains serious, extreme revisionism that is designed to support his personal, radical,
political agenda - an agenda that is tremendously harmful to Indians and tribes.
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9. For instance, his constant fabrication of critical points of U.S. Indian
history, policy, and law has created misconceptions and confusion in the minds of
thousands of students who now carry those incorrect concepts with them. Even teachers
and professors have been befuddled by the proliferation of these complicated and
misleading notions. Worst of all, his web of deceit has also entangled many politicians
and policy makers that have been fooled by his propaganda.

10. In Native communities federal law and policy pervades our lives,
providing a framework that defines and regulates our relations with federal and state
governments. When the facts of these laws and policies are misinterpreted or fabricated,
as they regularly have been in Churchill's popular writings, our communities, tribes, and
families stand to lose historic continuity and stability as well as political power. For this
reason, over the years I have often attempted to draw public attention to Churchill's
mendacious scholarship and have questioned the motives behind his disruptive political
positioning.

11. As an academic, I also disapprove of Churchill's shoddy methodologies,
which include blatant disrespect for native oral histories, as well as repeated denigration
of Indian values and cherished principles. His polemic rhetoric is as confusing for
students as it is for American Indians, many of whom find his assertions, embellishments,
and theories shallow, implausible, and insulting. Furthermore, his haphazard research
and iniquitous strategic historical interpretations, have cast public doubt over the
inclusion of Indians in mainstream debates over sovereignty and policy.

12. Churchill's lack of respect for the Indian people he claims to honor, as
well as the institutions which have given him validation and a platform from which to
disseminate his propaganda is legendary. I believe CU should hold him to the same
standards of academic rigor and honesty that all professors and their students are
expected to maintain.

13. I believe he has clearly demonstrated that he has as little regard for Indians
as he has for the students that have been entrusted to his tutelage. Students seeking a
nuanced understanding of tribes and their histories will instead get nothing but
manipulation and lies. Clearly, both Indians and students will suffer the long-term
consequences of his demoralizing recklessness if he is allowed to return to the classroom
at University of Colorado.

Dated this 12th day of May, 2009:
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STATEOF Oklahoma )

)

COUNTYOF Cleveland )

I attest that Patricia Jo King personally appeared before me on this 12th
day of May 2009 to execute this Affidavit. The Affiant executed the affidavit
voluntarily and of her own free will.

Dated this Q day of May, 2009:. OFFICIALSEAL. CODYGOUDEAU
NOTARYPUBUC-OI<LAHOMA. Comm#09002580

.. MyComm.ExpIresMar. 19.2013

My commission expires: 3) Ilf/;;2.0l~
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